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WOMENEMPOWERMENT

The Share with Sorok weekly program of Sorok 
Uni Foundation aims to offer the best of both 
worlds through empowering, inspiring and moti-
vating viewers through sharing healthy discus-
sion about pressing topics that could bring 
impact to the lives of our viewers, as well as 
aiming to provide livelihood program for our 
beneficiaries in NCR, MCS Zamboanga, Sorok 
Uni Village in San Antonio Quezon, Ladies of 
Church of God and San Agustin Women’s Asso-
ciation in Occidental Mindoro.

“Women leaders are eective right now because 
women are sensitive and nurturing.” 
– Kimberly Anne Nunez-Siapno

“Continue serving the society” 
– Margaret Don-Canlas

Last March which is also considered as women’s month, Share with Sorok dedicat-
ed an episode with the theme; “Your Voice Matters: Talks about Women’s 
Strength, Values, and Contributions to Society” to celebrate the impact created 
by women of different walks of life.

essential part of the society and to quote it from one of the guests, Ms. Margaret 
Canlas, “We should listen to opinion of men and women equally” and “We 
should have equal opportunity for women to lead” according to Ms. Kimberly 
Anne Siapno. 

Above all, despite different point of views of our guests when it comes to leader-
ship, professional ethics, principles, etc. the conversation trajected towards faith 
and unity of all in achieving empowerment.

That episode highlighted the story of humble be-
ginnings, thoughts, experiences, and successes of 
our two notable guests. Being one of the best epi-
sodes of Share with Sorok, it truly made an impact 
to the viewers who are convinced to even share 
their own thoughts and realizations about the shar-
ing and discussions. 

Since it is women’s month, the discussion focused 
merely on women’s participation and eventually 
lead to the realization that women’s rights, involve-
ment, and empowerment is indeed a fundamen-
tal human right.

This episode is a reminder that women are an 

For partnership and donations, please 
contact the Fundraising and Communi-
cation Department thru Ms. Eliz at 
0949-397-5231 or email at sorokunifoun-
dation.info@gmail.com.
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